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Evolve with our commerce platform


NCR Voyix gives you all the strategic insight, platform infrastructure, and end-to-end support you need, all from one powerful partnership.


Schedule a chat






Outpace the market

Operate at the speed of your customers with faster service delivery and fulfillment.

Supercharge your people

Engage, inspire and end burdensome tasks. Boost service levels and associate happiness.

Realize new economics

Reshape the innovation cost structure, shift to consumption-based economics.






Connect POS, payments, back office and beyond


Stores aren't just stores anymore—they're experiences. Whether in-person or online, customers want a holistic shopping journey that can flex to fit their shifting needs.
Shopper expectations are high, but get ready to raise them even more and outpace your competition with NCR Voyix. Empower your stores with the essential, success-driven tools it deserves, backed by our expert industry specialists and robust IT experience.
No matter your starting point, start your retail journey with NCR Voyix.




#1

Global convenience store POS provider

100K+

Stores powered by NCR Voyix retail solutions

#1

POS software in retail for grocery & convenience

135+ Years

Delivering award-winning retail solutions
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Grocery, Drug and Mass Merchandise

Enhance availability and improve customer experience.

Learn more
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Department and Specialty Retail

Discover (and apply) what's now and next.

Learn more
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Convenience and Fuel Retail

Drive higher and more profitable engagement.

Learn how we help
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Our platform-based tech offers the unified capabilities you need
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Unified Point of Sale

Manage edge points in real-time, updating business rules without code changes. Central reporting and analytics give an enterprise view for better decisions.
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Self Checkout

Offer customers choice, reduce operational costs and redeploy labor to support higher-value tasks.
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eCommerce

Highly scalable, API-based cloud architecture eCommerce platform that’s all about your brand, your site and your data.
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Edge

Run your stores like your digital channels. Delivering you the agility to make rapid changes at much lower costs.
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Payments

Accepting the next payment trend is easier with a single source, full-service solution which ensures secure, end‑to‑end transaction processing.
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Analytics

Data analytics and visualization tools for predictive and descriptive analytics across all your retail solutions.
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Loyalty

Create a unified customer experience that keeps them coming back with consistent rewards, discounts and communications.
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Store Virtualization

Separate software from hardware and manage all your store systems virtually to deliver a software defined store.
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Services & Support

From consulting, to onboarding and implementation, to managed services; we have the capability and expertise to support you the whole way.















Empowered by Brands Big and Small
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Helping our customers win


Allegiance Retail Services

When Allegiance needed customized, personalized eCommerce for their members, NCR Voyix eCommerce stepped in. And helped them experience double-digit growth 5+ years running.


Read the story






Northgate Market

"We ended up selecting NCR Voyix…when I saw their architecture, the people and the level of commitment behind it… it was a really easy decision to make."
- John D'Anna, CIO, Northgate Market.



Read the story





























































